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Abstract  

 
The young today are facing a world in which communication and information revolution has led to changes in all 

spheres: scientific, technological, political, economic, social and cultural. To be able to prepare our young people to 

face the future with confidence purpose and responsibility, the crucial role of teachers cannot be overemphasized. 

Given these multidimensional demands, Role of teachers also has to change. In the past, teachers used to be a major 

source of knowledge, the leader, and educator of their student's school life. The changes that took place in education 

have initiated to change the role of teachers. In this article, we will examine how the role of teachers in the present 

society has to change. 
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Introduction 
 

Education is a tool to empower the individual; however, how much it can empower depends on the person. The 

process can begin at the childhood stage itself. When the process of education can be child-centred learning, students 

are able to see their own role in the transformation. At the same time societal change comes from the collective 

transformation of the individuals within that society. Education has and did bring about phenomenal changes in 

every aspect of human life. Francis J. Brown remarks that Education is a process which brings about changes in the 

behaviour of society. It is a process which enables every individual to effectively participate in the activities of 

society and to make positive contribution to the progress of society. But the entire paradigm is or the pivot for it is a 

µWHDFKHU¶� DW� DOO� WKH� YDULRXV� VWDJHV�� 6R�� WKH� UHVSRQVLELOLW\� FRPHV� RQ� WKH� VKRXOGHUV� RI� WHDFKHUV¶��ZKR� DUH� FDOOHG� WKH�

µ%XLOGHUV�RI�D�1DWLRQ¶��$V�'U��6��5DGKDNULVKQDQ�VDLG��³7KH WHDFKHU¶V�SODFH�LQ�WKH�VRFLHW\�LV�RI�YLWDO� Lmportance. He 

acts as the pivot for the transmission of intellectual traditions and technical skill from generation to generation and 

KHOSV�WR�NHHS�WKH�ODPS�RI�FLYLOL]DWLRQ�EXUQLQJ´��$�PRUH�UHFHQW�UHIOHFWLRQ�LV�RI�'U��$EGXO�.DODP��D�QXFOHDU�VFLHQWLVW�

who rRVH�WR�EH�WKH�3UHVLGHQW�RI�,QGLD��+H�VDLG��³,I�D�FRXQWU\�LV�WR�EH�FRUUXSWLRQ-free and become a nation of beautiful 

minds, I strongly feel there are three key societal members who can make a difference. They are the father, the 

mother and the teacher.´ 

 

 

Research Method 

 
Data Collection Method 

,�DGRSWHG�WKLV�PHWKRG�WR�GHSLFW�WKH�SUHYDLOLQJ�VWDWXV�RI�WHDFKHU�LQ�WKH�VRFLHW\��,¶YH�FROOHFWHG�VHFRQGDU\�UHVHDUFK�

data which helped me to draw the best outcomes which a teacher can reap from the learner and exhibits the modern 

role of teachers in the present society. 
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Table 1 

7KH�EHORZ�WDEOH�YLVXDOL]HV�WKH�FKDQJHV�WKDW�RFFXUUHG�LQ�WKH�WHDFKHU¶V�UROH 

 

From To 

Transmitter of knowledge  Guide & Facilitator of Knowledge 

Controller of learning Creator of Learning Environment 

Always Expert Collaborator & Co-learner 

Expository Interactive  

    

All these changes taking place which results in the creation of new learning environment to facilitate the emergence 

of responsible knowledge society emphasizing lifelong learning with meaningful and enjoyable learning experiences. 

Technology plays a vital role in this modern world. As a result of the innovative technological changes, all the 

sectors of the economy is being influenced by the scientific growth. The education field is not an exemption to this. 

Technical background became compulsory to teach the students in present days. Teachers have to use computers, 

projectors, photocopier etc., to teach the children. They need to be able to use and handle scientific equipment 

effectively. Instead of teaching chalk face, they need to inspire the students. Hence, the role of teachers also has to 

change according to the growth in Science and Technology.  

 

 

Results and Analysis 
 

Education in the Present Period  
Since the time immemorial teachers, though not all have been doing it in their own way. But the emerging scene 

is that education today is oriented to promoting values of an urban, competitive consumer society. Through the 

existing education system, India did produce in the last six decades number of scientists, professionals, and 

technocrats who have excelled in their fields and made a mark at the national and international levels. The top 

scientists, doctors, engineers, researchers, professors, etc. not those who were educated abroad but had got their 

entire education in India. And hence, the system is working. However, it is not a question of the extent to which 

education provides or fails to provide employment to people but it is a question of education providing modern 

technology for the benefit of the poor and deprived people encompassing all spheres, social groups and for everyone. 

There comes the question of the quality of education. Instead of merely viewing the growing population as a liability; 

which we use to do, we should change the population into an asset and strength; seem to be happening now. We see 

the Western and European world is very much interested in India and its systems. Education then is means and 

source of human development. In order to achieve that it seems that we need to see the seeming hindrances in the 

present system so as to reorient them and gear up the entire system on to the level, it must function. First, let us see 

the three main deficiencies in the present education system. They may be described as follows:  

a) It does not generate or fortify the type of knowledge that is relevant to our changed society. 

b) The technology associated with a particular body of knowledge is inappropriate to our stage of development 

in terms of its employment potential or investment demands. 

c) It has failed to provide value framework which may prepare committed politicians, bureaucrats, technocrats, 

and professionals on whom our nation can depend for a sophisticated system of support services to be useful 

in taking the country to the highest level.  

 

How can we go about it? Maybe: 
a) To make all areas of education to be oriented  more scientifically  and objectively;  

b) To achieve social equality; mutual tolerance of one and all either religious, linguistic, caste, class, etc. 

providing equal opportunities for social mobility to all.  

 

Education and Social Change ± Role of Teachers  
In describing education as an instrument of social change, three things are important: the agents of change, the 

content of change, and the social background of those who are seeking to be changed, i.e. students.  

Educational institutions under the control of different cultural groups; politically reflect the values of those 

groups which support and control education.  

Looking back at the Indian history all the social reformers, emphasized values like the removal of caste 

restrictions, equality of women, doing away with social customs and practices which are not based on scientific 
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temper, and so on. They regarded education as a flame or light of knowledge which dispelled the darkness of 

ignorance.  

The use of education for spreading the values of modernization came to be emphasized from the 1960s and 1970s 

onwards. Education was sought to be utilized as a channel for the spread of modernity. 

In a static society, the main function of the educational system is to transmit the cultural heritage to the new 

generations. But in a changing society, these keep on changing from generation to generation and the educational 

system in such a society must not only transmit the cultural heritage, but also aid in preparing the young for 

adjustment to any changes in them that may have occurred or are likely to occur in future. Consequently, in such 

modern complex societies, education is called upon to perform an additional function of becoming. 

Thus, the relationship between the educational system and society is mutual; sometimes the society influences 

changes in the educational system and at other times the educational system influences changes in the society. As 

VXFK�D� µWHDFKHU¶� LV�D� VRFLDO� Ueformer and modern thinker. He/she need transform oneself and pass it on to his/her 

students too. 

 

Modernisation of Education in India and the Challenges Involved in it   
The modernization of education in India becomes a special problem in several ways. India has adopted the path 

of economic development within the framework of a free society and therefore it cannot adopt authoritarian means to 

modernize education. The center has to get the willing consent of the states and each state has to get the willing 

consent of its elected representatives in their legislative assemblies before introducing any major change in the 

allocation of resources to education or in the educational system itself. Secondly, India has no colonies to depend on 

for resources to meet the expenditure on modernizing its educational system. It has to depend on its own self and find 

out its own resources which are bound to be very limited. But, it can avail assistance from advanced countries and 

international agencies like UNESCO which have developed programmes to assist educational development in 

developing countries. However, the fact that this aid will also be limited has to be taken into account Thirdly, India 

has lots of diversities. Its economy is mixed, including modern factories along with traditional agriculture. Its tribal, 

rural and urban groups show very wide contrasts in their physical and social conditions of living. The different levels 

of development at which the various sections of society stand differentiate their educational needs and complicate the 

problem of educational development. The aims, methods, and organization of education which may be functional for 

one group may be dysfunctional for the other. Lastly, in western societies, economic modernization preceded 

political and social modernization. Consequently, in their educational thinking, they could lay more emphasis on the 

needs of the individual than on the economic needs of the country. But India, being largely agricultural and poor has 

to think of the economic needs of the country before it thinks of the needs of individuals. It cannot initially afford to 

waste its resources on educational programmes that are not productive in economic terms. Thus the Indian education 

system needs a complete overhaul through proper legislation and its effective implementation. Legislations should be 

made taking into account the regional diversities of each state. The masses should be made aware of the new 

developments. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

Education has become one of the influential instruments of social change in India. It has led to the mobilization 

RI� SHRSOH¶V� DVSLUDWLRQV� IRU� GHYHORSPHQW� DQG� FKDQJH�� 7KXV� LQ� PRGHUQ� FRPSOH[� QDWLRQDO� VRFLHWLHV�� HGXFDWLRQ� FDQ�

neither be regarded as a controlling force conserving cultural heritage nor could it be viewed as an agent of social 

change. It can only be regarded as a cooperative force in bringing about social changes decided by the forces 

possessing more pervasive power in society. Thus the Indian education system needs a complete overhaul through 

proper legislation and its effective implementation. Legislations should be made taking into account the regional 

diversities of each state. The masses should be made aware of the new developments. In such a crucial shift of 

HGXFDWLRQDO� REMHFWLYHV�� D� µWHDFKHU¶� needs to change and teacher education need to be redesigned and need to be 

functional not philosophical alone. 
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